In this study, an application of differential transform method (DTM) is applied to solve the second kind of nonlinear integral equations such that Volterra and Fredholm integral equations. If the equation considered has a solution in terms of the series expansion of known function, this powerful method catches the exact solution. Comparison is made between the homotopy perturbation and differential transform method. The results reveal that the differential transform method is very effective and simple.
INTRODUCTION
The solutions of integral equations have a major role in the fields of science and engineering. When a plysical system is modeled under the differential sense; it finally gives a differential equation, an integral equation or integro-differentiol equation.
There are various techniques for solving integral equations, e.g. Adomian decomposition method (ADM) [1] , Galerkin method [2] , rationalized Haar functions method [3] , He's homotopy perturbation method (HPM) [4] and variational iteration method(VIM) [5] . ADM is an analytical technique that evaluates the solution in the form of Adomian polynomials. This technique does not simplify or discretize the given problem and can be applied to both linear and non-linear problems. Galerkin and rationalized Haar functions methods are numerical techniques and there are numerous different approaches for the solution of integro-differential equations based on this method. HPM depends on the coupling of the classical perturbation method and the homotopy method in topology, firstly proposed by He [6] . VIM is an analytical method that can be applied to various types of linear and nonlinear problems. In this method, a correction functional is constructed by a general lagrange multiplier that can be identified optimally via the variational theory. Comparison among VIM, ADM and DTM for partial differential equations is presented by Bildik et al. [7] . Also,detailed analysis of various solution techniques is carried out in the review articles [8, 9] .DTM is a semi analytical-numerical technique that depends on taylor series. It was first introduced by Zhou in a study about electrical circuits [10] .It is possible to solve differential equations [11] , difference equations [12] , differentialdifference equation [13] and fractional equations [14] by using this method.
In this paper, an application of differential transform method (DTM) is applied to solve the second kind of nonlinear integral equations such that Volterra and Fredholm integral equations. The nonlinear Fredholm integral equations are given by u x = f x + K x, t R u t + N u t dt. and the nonlinear Volterra integral equations are given by u x = f x + K x, t R u t + N u t dt.
x 0 u(t) is a unknown function that will be determined K(x, t)is the kernel of the integral equation, f(x)is an analytic function, R u and N(u) are linear and nonlinear functions of u, respectively [15] .
In this letter, we apply differential transform method (DTM) to solve the second kind of nonlinear integral equations such that Volterra and Fredholm integral equations. Then compare this method with the modification of homotopy perturbation method (HPM). The results reveal that the differential transform method is very effective and simple.
DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORM METHOD
The transformation of the kth derivative of a function in one variable is as follows:
Where f(x) is the original function and F(k) is the transformed function. The differential inverse transformation of F k is defined as
From Eqs. (1) and (2), we get
Which implies the concept of differential transform is derived from Taylor series expansion. In real applications, the function f(x)is expressed by a finite series and Eq (2) can be written as
Here N is decided by the convergence of natural frequency.
The following theorems that can be deduced form Eqs. (1) and (2) are given as:
, where c is a constant.
, where k ≥ 1.
Theorem2. 8. If f x = …
x n −1 x 0 g t dtdx 1 dx 2 … dx n−1
1 , where k ≥ 1.
Theorem2. 10.
If f x = g 1 t g 2 t dt
k 1 − 1 ,where k ≥ 1.
Theorem2.11.
If f x = g 1 t g 2 t … g n−1 t dt
Theorem2. 12.
If f x = g 1 x g 2 x … g n−1 x g n x × h 1 x h 2 x … h m−1 x h m x dt
The evolution of a definite integral can be obtained from theorem 11 and Eq.(2) in the most general form as follows:
The proof of Theorems (2.1) to (2.12) is available in (Odibat ,Z.M.,2008) [16] .
APPLICATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section contained three examples of non-linear Volterra and Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. (5) is transformed by using Theorem (2.12) as follows:
1 0 1 0 F(k) and G(k) are differential transform method of sinh(x) and cosh x respectively. These can be deduced by Eq. (1) as follows:
and
Utilizing Eq. (5), (6) and (7) ,one can show that the following equalities hold for α 1 and α 2 .
} (11) By using the inverse transformation rule in Eq.(4) the following eries solution are evaluated
Solving Eq. (10) and (11) 
Where 
Where F k = 1 k! By using the inverse transformation rule in Eq. (4) the following series solution are evaluated
Solving Eqs (16) and (17) (19) Appling the differential transform on Eq.(3.15) ,we obtained
Note that ,the transformation of integrals are considered for k ≥ 1.we have U 0 = 1 , U 1 = 1 , U 2 = 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, Differential transform method has been used for finding the solutions of nonlinear of Volterra and Feredholm integral equations .comparing the DTM with the exact solution by HPM that they have got the same answer. These results are plotted in Figures 1 to 3 , as well as the exact solutions. It can be concluded that, DTM is a very powerful and efficient technique, for finding exact solutions for nonlinear problems in comparison with other methods.
